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Memorandum to the Secretary of the Treasury from
Chairman Eccles outlining a tentative

Treasury f inaneii^ program

The financing problem facing the Treasury over the period covered
by the Budget Message, as I understand it, is the raising of more than $10,-
000,000,000'of funds through the sale of publicly-offered direct Government
obligations, including Savings bonds, and of a substantial amount through
the sale of guaranteed obligations* This figure seems likely to be increased,
moreover, through the program of aid to Britain* In addition, the refunding
of direct and guaranteed obligations will amount to about $5*000,000,000* I
wish at this time to submit certain considerations in regard to the financing
of this program.

It is generally agreed that every effort should be made to tap ex-
isting investment funds rather than to create new deposits by selling obliga-
tions to the banks* The fundamental problem in this connection is to reduce
the volume of unused reserves in the hands of banks available and pressing
for investment. This would have two results. First, it would make banks
less willing to purchase Government securities and consequently v/ould dis-
courage a further increase in deposits* Second, by increasing interest rates,
it would make the savings groups of the country more willing to purchase Gov-
ernment securities* The cost of the defense program will in my opinion be
smaller in the long run if it is met by paying a slightly larger amount of /
interest than by allowing inflationary tendencies to develop, thereby in-
creasing the cost of materials and labor*

Apart from the control of bank reserves there are several methods
which may be used to exert an influence in the direction of financing the pro-
gram from the savings of the country rather than from a further expansion of
bank credit* The Treasury might concentrate its new and refunding issues, to
the extent that market conditions permit* largely on bonds of relatively long
term* This is th© type of obligation which appeals to such permanent investors
as insurance companies, mutual savings banks, individuals, and trust funds*
Commercial banks generally prefer to invest in short and intermediate rather
than in long bonds* It is recognized that this would be only an influence in
the direction desired, since new issues of long bonds would not be distributed
exclusively to the savings groups* In addition, the savings groups, yfoile
purchasing the longer maturities, might sell their shorter issues to banks*
Even though the increase in the debt might not go entirely to the savings
groups, however, a policy designed to interest these groups would have an in-
fluence in that direction.

In addition, a moderate amount of short securities might advisedly
be included in the program* There would be a demand for these issues at some-
what higher interest rates from corporations \vith surplus funds and from
wealthy individuals* This part of the program, of course, would be predicated
on a reduction in excess reserves*
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Several minor changes in the practio^s followed in issuing open-
market securities would also exert a tendency toward increasing purchases by
the savings groups relative to commercial banks* These include (1) increas-
ing the limit on preferred allotments on cash subscriptions, (2) extending n
the period on whioh such subscribers defer delivery, and (3) eliminating the /
provision whereby payment for new securities may be made by credit to war
loan deposit accounts in banks having that privilege*

Another major part of the program would be to increase sales to the
savings groups of non-market obligations. The authorisation proposed in the
Treasury* s bill to issue Savings bonds paying a coupon, as well as Savings
bonds on a discount basis, or a combination of the two, is one means of
, broadening considerably the demand for this type of issue. The demand might
be further broadened by again allowing sales to trust accounts, retirement
funds, and the like, and by increasing the maximum amount that can be pur-
chased by any one investor* In view of the large demand liability that an
increased outstanding amount of these issues would place on the Treasury,
consideration might also be given to a change in the redemption features of
Savings bonds* To make them entirely irredeemable prior to maturity*would
hamper considerably the sale of those issues. Various possibilities, how-
ever, include (l) making them redeemable at a discount on 3 months1 notice,
(2) making them redeemable at a discount but only after a period of perhaps
3 years, at which time the financing of the defense program may be completed,
or (3) making them convertible into some selected outstanding market issue,
which could then be sold by the holder at the then-current market price*

Another possibility would be for the Treasury to obtain legislative
authority, if it is not clear that this can be done under the proposed bill,
to issue bonds similar to Savings bonds, which would be salable only to
insurance companies, mutual savings banks, and corporations* These would be
registered non-negotiable bonds and could be given one of the redemption
features mentioned above for Savings bonds sold to individuals* In this con-
nection it may be pointed out that insurance companies would probably be
willing to purchase a considerable ajmount of issues irredeemable prior to
maturity, although sales of such issues to mutual savings banks and to cor-
porations probably would be small* The maximum limitation on sales of these
issues could be placed at a higji point*, If, under the proposed bill, it is
not possible to place different maximum limitations on different issues of
Savings bonds sold to different groups, I should like to suggest that such
a provision should be added* It is recognized that sales of non-market obli-
gations to such institutions would be only an influence in the desired direc-
tion, because these institutions in acquiring large amounts of such issues
might at the same time sell a portion of their present holdings of market
issues to banks* It would, however, be another step toward financing the
defense program from the savings groups*

Under the interim financing program a consideration in favor of
issuing short-term securities has been that until the uncertainties, concerning
banking and tax legislation were settled the market could not be expected to
measure long-tera interest rates with fairness* T/hen the Treasury sells long
bonds it pays the going rate of interest, which is the market's best appraisal
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of the value of securities, taking into account not only current conditions
but as far as the market can measure future conditions as well. TJhen the
Treasury issues securities at the going rate of interest, therefore, the
purchaser receives -what the market judges to be a fair rate. As a practical
matter, the Treasury cannot protect either itself or the investor from all
future fluctuations in long-tem interest rates, which are largely unpredict-
able . l

TShen, however, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve anticipate
future developments *ihich either are not known in the market or are not fully
discounted, it would appear undesirable to take advantage of such a situation
to sell long bonds at a rate which would not prevail were the market fully
advised as to future possibilities. In my own opinion, such a condition
existed at the time of the December financing. Although the market knew in
general that banking and tax legislation was imminent and that budget require-
ments would be large, there was still much uncertainty in regard to these
questions* The market, moreover, appears to have been on a temporary and
somewhat artificially high basis. If a long bond had been issued it would
have been vulnerable to a rise in interest rates. I am in full agreement,
therefore, with your decision to issue short securities at that time*

Now that the proposals have been advanced to Congress and the Budget
Message has been made public, hxnvever, the market has adjusted itself to a
more reasonable level. Although it is theoretically desirable to continue
the interim program until all of the uncertainties are settled and the market
is fully adjusted to the new conditions, this may not prove to be practical.
There is already outstanding a large nmount of short and intermediate matu-
rities, and it may be necessary at some time during the defense program to
add further to these maturities. The Treasury has a large program ahead, and
it would not seem advisable to me to complicate this problem by issuing addi-
tional short maturities that would soon need to be refunded. I should like
to suggest, therefore, that the interim program should be terminated as soon
as the Treasury's bill is enacted and that the Treasury should proceed with o
the issuance of long bonds in the near future, whenever market conditions /
permit, even though all of the uncertainties have not been resolved.
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